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THE THORN 1990

TO JENNY
Out there are the dead.
Please listen while you may,
Tiny, wrinkled, and red.
Life is more than your bed.
You cannot sleep it away,
Out there are the dead.
Look, the snow has spread
Honoring your birthday,
Tiny, wrinkled, and red . .
But that same snow like lead
Covers hovels quite decay,
Out there are the dead.
Will you help those who bled?
Heed the winds of the day,
Tiny, wrinkled, and red.
Soon comes the day of dread,
It cannot long delay,
Out there are the dead,
Tiny, wrinkled, and red.

-Stephen Kaufman

THE DULL

i have seen the little future mothers
sitting at the kitchen table with the grown ups
folding their hands complacently
sipping coffee as a saint would sip
talking of things which we know
they have no place to
talking prim and restrained
reminds me of a child wearing eyeshadow
a cherub transformed into a beast
i have gone away for years
and come back to this unchanged house
and seen the little girl
who is still a little girl
but speaking in tongues like one of us
why did she give the fairies up so easily?
why do they so bad want to be one of us?
we are bored being us
can't they see
and i swear if i had a chance
i would never kiss you tame again
i would never approach you
from inside this cage
try to paw you from behing these bars
oh my little child
let's yell out to each other
let's pounce down through the lower field
climb the fence
and descend through the poppies
and sit on the bank as the mist pours off the water
and kiss you on the wet grass
please don't speak politely
please don't stand so still
let the damn coffee get cold
no one was born dull it's this place that makes us so
-J.R. Caines

DEAD BIRD IN THE ACTION
(For Rock Thomas the Piano Tuner)
Dead bird in the action.
Piano tuner,
Through a dead note reaction
To his fingers
Finds a flight unintended
To a destination
unportended
Gums the works.

premonitions of the death of my father
scene one

There she lies
In her feather
Funeral dress.
Lying amidst
The wires
Peacefully inhibiting
What should be moving.
Ending her song
She stops
The music.

choked vc,ice
painful news
please not
you
phone is heavy
i'm crying
denying
my recurrent dream

Piano tuners find
Such stuff,
As toy soldiers
And human things
Dropped
Where stuff
Shouldn't be.
Yet animation,
Even more,
That of flight
Has no business here.
What has wings
Ought to be on it.

grave face
gentle summons
dazed
i follow
listen
tunnel vision
recognizing
my recurrent dream

The tuner knows
Action
And songs let free
Set souls aloft.
And notes
Of sweeter song
Are sung
By birds
When birds are birds
Where birds ought to be.
-A. Randy Nabors

scene two

scene three
drugged gaze
wasted body
clutch your hands
and beg
fearful pleading
no retrieving
youfrom
my recurrent dream
-Amy Diefenthaler

There Sits The Puddled Heron

There sits the puddled heron,
Screaming in the wake of the golden sea drops.
A cloud lifts and the marsh grass sighs.
I am of the land of sea and sky.
A thousand voices once rang from this hilltop.
There remains nothing but curly-haired suppliers of the sweater
trade.
A distant bell calls this lonely soul home.
I am of the land of sea and sky.
Driven eastward to a strange shore,
"Eist leo," was the torn souls' cry.
Castle walls raised
Still stand by the murky lochs.
I am of the land of sea and sky.
"Slan abhaile," called the great green sea,
As the young girl stepped on the westward train.
New shores await a child
Whose forefathers had known the cairns and bens.
I am of the land of sea and sky.
Look to the fields and distant cottages,
Lying low in the shades of abrupt mountains.
A visit well timed to bring the heart to its unknown dream,
but torn away too soon.
Rising above the clouds, this soul sinks with despair.
I am of the land of sea and sky.
-Mary-Katherine Wallis

The pond
goldfish
shimmering
sleek and shining
flurry of tail fins
he's gone!
-Patricia Ralston

FELIX
Green eyes
white face
black mask
leaps
white paws
black feet
long white stretch
black back
arches
black tail
white chest
sleeps
pink nose
and little
black padded
back clawed
cotton white
toes.
-Alice Levesque

The Sixty-Sixth Poem
Think about
A watermelon. Red, wet, and cold
In the summer's awful heat.
-Keith Jones

Segovia flies into the room long
after the others have left it quiet.
Everything is still, but somehow my mind
cannot stop reeling, searching for reason
in reality. Then he strums a chord,
progresses to another; a pattern
takes form in the music. Fingers pattern
notes, now trilling short, now sustained for long
seconds, skipping single notes, a deep chord.
As I listen to the music, quiet
begins to seep into my soul; reason
can once again speak to my troubled mind.
Music: notes rising and falling. My mind
anticipates the next note, the pattern
Segovia will follow. There's reason
here, it becomes apparent before long.
The soft sounds fill my parched heart with quiet
gladness, firm reassurance with each chord.
Bound together, notes high and low, a chord
vibrates meaning to the edge of my mind.
Sound resonates in fabrics with quiet
borders, singing and silence. A pattern
numerical speaks of the one I long
to know, the one who gives my life reason.
Vibrations pulsing with inspired reason
push along each driven muscle and chord
of my weared heart. The notes, short and long,
make me pause, arrest the thoughts of my mind.
Segovia plays Bach in a pattern
of antiquity, born in the quiet
of the creator's mind; in the quiet
of unmade spheres and silent stars, reason
laid a foundation for every pattern
to come. The infinite structures of chord,
note and silence, a facet of his mind
who directs all patterns for eons long.
God knows how I long for healing quiet
to sort out my mind and find new reason
to add a fresh chord of praise to the pattern.
-Patricia Ralston

Her Gift
The long black locks of her hair
Sensed as a silken river
Shining, rippling
From source to mouth
Become a blazing midnight fire
In the rays of the sun.
I plunge my hands into the flood,
The streaming liquid blackness
Spills from my palms
To form pools in my lap;
The warmth of the flames is felt
Without burning.
Such a thing, possessed
By the jealous miser within me
Would be a prize
Worthy to be viewed and held
Only in my secret place.
Yet how generous this woman
Giving with a freedom
I cannot subdue
Of wealth I cannot purchase.
-Dave Creswell

FLESH
I wrote her poems
and polished letters
and sprawled out immense words
turned to goose feather and down
words like "love"
though I feared I knew nothing of what I spoke
but I had no other words
for such a devastating obsession
when i see her
i catch my breath with pleasure
and breathe out with agony
but when i approach her
i have trouble thinking in terms of soul
for flesh comes like gravity
and I realize shamefaced
that this is where love unravels
J.R. Caines

NIMBOSTRATUS
(To Jim Wildeman)

I have no dream
I have no will
I have no voice,
no desire to pull down walls.
I want to live in my wgrld, my prison,
Where I have what I want, where I am wanted.
Where I have.
I wish not for dawn
I desire twilight and stars.
I desire to dance with my sisters, Diana, Cynthia and
Prosperina. To seek to hunt with those I love, to.course
with the wind through the treeless leaves and shake the
rooftops with a mighty breath and hollow out caves in the
lacklustre hills. I stretch out a hand across the
moon-webbed sea and take the sands of Zeus in my fingers and
cast them into the star-ridden vaulted sky. To whirligig
beneath the sighing waves and pull all down to me, with me,
into nothing. To split the sky and cry out, "Father, why?"
I have no dream.
-Mary-Katherine Wallis

SUNSET

I saw an eye-a bright white eye peering at us from the sky;
Great grey sun-backed hordes its lids and tears' supplyBlinked-behind tawny-tufted, satin-sifting, foamy feathered
clouds!
Mauve, pink, blue, golden orange tawdry teeming shrouds!
Mountains moving, undefining, Venus peering bright and bold
and wild!
Rolling, changing, abstract form floating strange and undefiled!
Oh, my God! Your angels rolling, colors changing, silent
cry,
Bright and glorious, looking at us from the big, big sky!
-Alice Levesque

PAINLESS DENTISTRY
It doesn't hurt to dream, to think thoughts far away.
My eyes fall closed; my breathing calms;
my inner ear provides the music as curtains descend.
Calm water, a long sand bar, grey and brown beneath clear blue.
No waving palms tango with their shadows here,
Just sea grass bending, bowing in the cool shore breeze.
The wind rises, sand and shell-bits skip along the beach.
The O of my mouth is silent
against the dipping sea birds' shrill "Skree! - Skree!"
Sand whips into whirlwinds and drowns the song of bird and wave.
Then, energy seemingly spent,
the hurricane dies.
My dry lips relax into a line; I cannot move my hands or arms,
but my eyelids' hinged sinew lifts, then, dazzled,
closes so no cracks can admit the too bright light.
As blown sands settle, I gather strength to meet the storm anew.
-Patricia Ralston

WEAKNESSES

Acquisition of 727 and 747
Unsophisticated computer system
Heavy delays
Maintenance problems
Baggage problems
High customer complaint rate
Understaffed and demoralized employees
Cash flow problems
Poor public image
Donald Burr
- author unknown

Chores
I barge into the quiet chicken coop,
Barefoot, cursing the stupid startled hens
And the grey and white ooze between my toes.
One Dominecker rests upon her egg,
Vainly thinking that today's will hatch
Her wary yellow eye, sharp beak, deter
My thieving hand. I tempt her off her nest
With a tea bag from the compost heap,
Then drop her warm, sticky embryo
Into my plastic bucket.
-Amy Diefenthaler

THE MAN
The man took pictures of life.
The sky in Oregon, a table leg,
A single sugar cube on a dull spoon.
A coffee pot (half empty), a pair of well-worn tennis shoes,
A closed drawer, an open closet,
Dresses, a tree, a golf-club,
A pack of cards, a bottle, a mirror
Reflecting a chair.
The man took pictures of life.
Love, the doorbell ringing,
The taste of lemon-grass, peace.
The pain of a skinned knee,
The sound of thunder from a warm bed,
The thought of hand holding hand.
The man took pictures of life.
-Keith Jones

LKT. MTN. (OR, "SEE TWO STATES," MAYBE)
Rare
the day
of binocular clarity.
Rather,
dayfogbright, ignorant
cloud of unknownambiguous, equivocal.
One could almost step
to empty air,
forgetting the rocky brow.
Fog blown!
an ocean of night
beating the face thinly
with muted extremity;
pounding the eyes blind
Beaten, giddy,
folk's hearts falter
and fail them for fear.
They pray for mere
apocolyptic thunderpeals
sprawling
cross the State of Tennessee.
-Cliff Foreman

MARGINAL THOUGHT

I wonder

IfI
should or
shouldn't
If I can
or can't
Would it be
feasible
Or attainable
Or even thinkable
I wonder
How I wonder
And I won't
know
Not now
If I
Make a move
Will I be
rejected
If I
Let it go
Will I be
Forgotten
I wonder

IfI
should or
shouldn't
I wonder
If I could
even if
I would
I wonder
-Alice Levesque

Fatal Dream
I cannot exist on their level
So I fall below as they pass over
(But rarely consort with the devils)
My thoughts flow over as ice and fire
They burn and freeze me, then proceed
As I follow them to the funeral pyre
Deep into the fatal darkness sweet
I continue though my eyes do fail me
And pray the Lord my soul to keep
My breath and beat are slowly taken
As I fall to my knees in painful prayer
From this dream there's no awaking
All that I've known before me appears
The dirty deeds I've watched men do
I've aided no victim, so now I fear
And now in death it all comes clear
For now I face judgement all alone
In the birth of understanding, a single tear
From this dream there's no awaking
But eternal life is for the taking
-Barry Keith Kenimer Jr.

The Slaughterhouse
I hang mesmerised
At the slaughterhouse door
Having been carried there
By the invisible strings
Attached to my body.
Visions appear on the wall
Images cast by an unseen source
Scenes from the past
Played out in excruciating detail.
Puncuating it all
Are the screams of those dying
Before me, born not of pain
But of shock
As the knife does its work.
And in this final second
As I feel myself pulled in,
My head laid upon the block,
I feel resignation
Tinged with sorrow.
-Dave Creswell

Glass Heart
Break it once be forgiven
Break it twice be forgotten
I am translucent
I am of glass and water
I distort and reflect
I can be seen through
I am naked and vulnerable
Shattered
Put in flame
Melted
Reblown
Tobe
broken again in a moment of carelessness
Mean what you say
-Alice Levesque

No wiser thought
Nor poetic verse
Has bubbled forth
Than from the wellspring
Of a troubled heart.
-Eric Larsen

Torbid
Tolerably,
I touch down
On the blue, green and black path
That wanders through the murky wood
Beneath the tall castle on the cliff with silver veins.
Intolerably,
I taste the drops from the golden flower
That falls from the onyx cloud that flies low
And cries morbidly at the loss of its oldest one
In the great hunt that passed overhead with the hounds of scarlet.
Screaming hopelessly,
They circled the obelisk.
-Mary-Katherine Wallis

The Pine Grove
Once there was a pine grove about a fourth of a mile down the dirt road that
passes by the front of my parents' home in southern New Hampshire. As I write that
sentence, I am troubled by the past tense of the verb, because the pine grove exists for me
only in my memory now. And I am tempted to eulogize it with hackneyed emotion:
"what took so long to create . .. "; "those trees, giants of the forest ... "; "felled with a
few quick groans of a chain saw blade ... " But as teenagers have often reminded me,
my late sixties idealization of nature has become passe.
But on many warm summer afternoons, I walked down that road through the
grove. It became a routine. There, where the pines were, it was always warmer. In the
quiet afternoon light, the heat felt brown; the fallen needles, baking in the light filtering
through the green above, smelled brown, with a brown fragrance of summer. And one
warm moonlit night I walked out to the pine grove and stood by a tree, just watching the
silver light fall through the thin fingers above me, filling the woods with cool florescence.
The moon seemed dimmed by the web of needles it shined through.
Recently, home at my parents' house on vacation, I walked down the road with
my five-year-old son: wanting to share this place with him. Though I had been warned
that the land had been sold and that a development was planned, I hadn't thought that it
would be cleared there, where the pine grove had been. But the pine grove was simply
gone; except for a large pile of chips on the ground, it might simply have never existed.
Where there had once been the quiet solemnity of the high trees, plain low bushes
stretched out across the rolling rise in the land, off to the woods now far in the distance.
What I had wanted to find that day was now only a memory. And for my son, it simply
would never be. I felt I understood the sadness older folk often feel, that foretaste of the
bitterness of death that rises from seeing a fondly remembered thing disappear from the
world.
Well, of course it was gone, my mother later told me. To my surprise, she admitted feeling sad as well. And she described how machines with enormous claws had
grabbed the trees and sheared them off, then how the brush and branches had been reduced to a pile of wood chips. In my initial emotions, it seemed insane to me, a rape.
Later I thought about it a bit more rationally, though. I could understand people
wanting to live there. Even without the trees, the land itself was beautiful, a quiet green
piece of New England countryside on the large flat top of a chopped-off hill, yet only
fortyfive minutes from Boston when there was no traffic. From the top of a tall tree (had any
been left standing), one could, no doubt, have been able to see far. I would have liked a
house in that sort of setting myself. Such a forest would not have existed any longer a
few miles to the south, in northern Massachusettes.
And I could understand the owner's selling it. I know the family; they've owned
the land for a number of years and have never used it for much of anything. I think I've
walked through their land more often than they have. They aren't rich; and the value of
land in that part of southern New hampshire has increased dramatically recently. So why
not sell it? Selling it would give them more money in the bank than they had had for
years. It would be a rich man's luxury not to sell.
My view of the land as an aesthetic delight is, after all, only a product of my
education, of my having read Thoreau, Emerson, and Frost. People with a more practi-

cal, less idealistic background hold a much more utilitarian and commonsensical view of
the land. I'm sure that the land had little value to them undeveloped.
But my attitude was changed even more by what my son and I discovered when
we returned the next day and wandered off the path, desperately looking for one large
pine tree: blueberries-not just the few small, scattered berries that one sometimes finds
in the woods, but enormous clusters of large, ripe, juicy berries, as I have never seen
since my childhood. My son was ecstatic, picking and eating for an hour. It was a better
experience for him than the pine grove would ever have been. And for me it was simply
different than I would have expected. The felling of the trees had given the blueberries a
chance to grow. Nature had graciously accepted the violent human intrusion and had
made something beautiful of it.
Some years before, a relative of mine from the mid-west had been amazed that the
New England woods was so lush considering the sandiness of the soil. I had never
thought of the soil as sandy until I took a good look at the black topsoil on her family's
farm in Iowa. New England's soil is sandy by that standard. But the whiteness of New
England's soil masks a powerful force of recovery.
In his poem "God's Grandeur," the Victorian poet Gerard Manley Hopkins,
describing a natural world "seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil" which "wears
man's smudge and shares man's smell," declared that "nature is never spent," that there
still "lives the dearest freshness deep down things." Something in the natural world
forgives our intrusions. I saw it all around me in New England. The pine grove is not a
wasteland now but a blueberry patch. And the sand pit I played in as a child, the scar of
a previous generation, is now a woods so thick I cannot enter it. Over a mere fifteen
years, I have watched a ramshackled house in southern New Hampshire fall, flatten, be
obscured, and finally be totally concealed by a new growth of sumac and maples.
Last year, I talked to an expert in "reclamation ecology" who knew Hopkins'
poem and he commented on the accuracy of Hopkins' observation. Usually, he said,
there is something in the land that assists us in reclaiming polluted and despoiled areas.
But he admitted that "progress" has made the poet's statement slightly obsolete. The
"smudge" of humanity has become that much stronger today, so that we can now push
nature past the point from which return is possible.
So I do not want the hopefulness of this meditation on the loss of the pine grove
to obscure the sadness of what occurred there. Left alone, the land might become a pine
grove again. But the land will not be left alone; even the blueberries will not survive the
coming of bulldozers, lumber trucks, and moving vans. And we should expect that the
force of human intrusion upon nature will grow much stronger in the years ahead, so that,
perhaps, one day we might go too far. And despite nature's powers of recovery, Hopkins
might one day be shown to be wrong; and that force in nature which forgives human
carelessness, so strongly present in New England's soil, might become totally spent.
-Cliff Foreman

